r17.5.4 Changelog

+------------------------------------+
| r17.5.4 Release - 75519 |
+------------------------------------+

Release day - 17th February 2021

Bug

- [DSOF-15729] - Christie GS API message parser now correctly splits messages by delimiters
- [DSOF-15909] - ZMQ assertion should no longer cause occasional crashes in d3service
- [DSOF-15931] - d3 net has been made more robust by allowing resends for missed requests
- [DSOF-15932] - d3 should no longer have network problems operating in a network with other devices using the same network protocol
- [DSOF-16006] - On vx2 machines the Feed view "Refresh All" button now works and the, "Refresh" button now appears and works.

Improvements

- [DSOF-16042] - Improve logging when RSUC fails to create a stream with an error code.